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INTERSHOPPING DURATION: AN ANALYSIS USING MULTIWEEK DATA

Chandra R. Bhat, Teresa Frusti, Huimin Zhao,
Stefan Schönfelder, and Kay W. Axhausen

ABSTRACT
This study examines the rhythms in the shopping activity participation of individuals over a multiweek period by modeling the duration between successive shopping participations. A hazard based duration model is used to model intershopping duration, and a latent segmentation method is applied to distinguish between random shoppers and routine shoppers. The paper applies the methodology to examine the regularity and frequency of shopping behavior of individuals using a continuous six-week travel survey collected in the cities of Halle and Karlsruhe in Germany in the fall of 1999. The empirical results underscore the need to adopt a flexible hazard model form for analyzing intershopping durations. The results also provide important insights into the determinants of the regularity and frequency of individuals’ shopping activity participation behavior.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The generation of the number of out-of-home activity episodes (or stops) of individuals is an important component of an activity-based analysis framework that emphasizes travel as being derived from the need to participate in activities (see Bhat and Koppelman, 1999 for a recent comprehensive review of the activity-based travel analysis approach). Several earlier activity analysis studies have focused on activity stop generation, either in isolation or jointly with other stop attributes such as location, duration and travel time to stop (for recent examples, see Wen and Koppelman, 1999; Misra and Bhat, 2000; Bhat and Singh, 2000).

The studies of stop generation identified above, and most other earlier studies in the activity analysis field, have focused on a single day of analysis. Unfortunately, such single day analyses implicitly assume uniformity in activity decisions from one day to the next, and do not allow the examination of variability in behavior over longer periods of time. In addition, single day analyses do not recognize that individuals who have quite dissimilar patterns on the survey day may in fact be similar in their patterns over a longer period of time. Such a case would arise if, for example, two individuals have the same behavioral pattern over a week, except that their cyclic patterns are staggered. Similarly, single day analyses do not recognize that individuals who appear similar in their patterns on the survey day may have very different patterns over longer periods of time. The net result is that models based on a single day of survey may reflect arbitrary statistical correlations, rather than capturing underlying behavioral relationships. Consequently, models based on a single day of analysis may be unsuitable for the analysis of transportation policy actions, as discussed by Jones and Clark (1988). Specifically, Jones and Clark emphasize that multiday data is essential to extract information about the distribution of participation over time. The distribution of participation, in turn, provides important information
regarding the frequency of exposure of different sociodemographic and travel segments to policy scenarios. For example, when examining the impact of congestion pricing policies on shopping trips, it is important to know whether an individual participates in shopping activity everyday or whether the individual has a weekly shopping rhythm.

The importance of analyzing activity behavior over multiple days should be clear from the above discussion. In the next section, we briefly review earlier multiday studies of activity and travel behavior. In Section 1.2, we position the current research in the context of previous research.

1.1. Literature Review of Multiday Studies

Earlier multiday studies of activity-travel behavior may be classified into three broad groups, as discussed in the next three paragraphs.

The first group of multiday studies uses descriptive analysis techniques to measure the extent of day-to-day variability in activity and travel characteristics. Examples of such studies include Pas and Sundar (1995) and Muthyalagari et al., (2001). Pas and Sundar examine day-to-day variability in several travel indicators using a three-day travel diary data collected in 1989 in Seattle, while Muthyalagari et al. study intrapersonal variability using GPS-based travel data collected over a period of six days in Lexington, Kentucky. The latter study found larger day-to-day variability in travel indicators compared to the former, suggesting that GPS-based data collection may be recording short and infrequent trips better than traditional travel diary surveys.

The second group of multiday studies examines both the extent of day-to-day variability in activity-travel patterns as well as the influence of individual characteristics on the extent of variability. Most of the multiday studies fall in this category. Pas and Koppelman (1987) and
Pas (1988) examine intrapersonal variability in daily number of trips using a seven-day activity data collection in 1973 in Reading, England. Pas and Koppelman (1987) develop a set of hypotheses about the impact of sociodemographic variables on intrapersonal variability, and test these hypotheses by comparing the amount of intrapersonal variability across predefined sociodemographic segments. Pas (1988), on the other hand, first clusters multiday activity travel patterns into a relatively small number of classes, and then examines the sociodemographic characteristics that distinguish the clusters. Pas’s approach is a multiday extension of the methodology developed earlier by Pas (1983) and Koppelman and Pas (1984) to classify daily activity-travel patterns. Hanson and Huff (1986; 1988a; 1988b) and Huff and Hanson (1986; 1990) also examine day-to-day variability, with a focus on identifying relatively homogenous sociodemographic groupings based on observed multiday activity-travel behavior. Their studies, based on a multiweek travel survey conducted in Uppsala, Sweden in 1971, indicate that the amount of variability in behavior is intricately related to the complexity or detail used to represent activity-travel patterns. Their results also suggest that survey periods of longer than a week may be needed to capture the distinct activity-travel behavior rhythms exhibited by individuals. In a more recent study of work commuting behavior, Mahmassani et al. (1997) descriptively examine the effect of commuter characteristics and the commuter’s travel environment on the likelihood of changing departure time and route choice from one day to the next for the morning home-to-work trip. Hatcher and Mahmassani (1992) focus on the same travel dimensions as Mahmassani et al. (1997), except that their emphasis is on the evening work-to-home commute rather than the morning home-to-work commute. A ten-day diary data of morning and evening commute characteristics collected in Austin in 1989 is used in both these studies. Finally, Schlich (2001) has recently used a sequence alignment method to analyze
intrapersonal variability in travel behavior using a 6-week travel survey conducted in Germany in the fall of 1999.

The third group of multiday studies uses multiday data to accommodate unobserved heterogeneity across individuals in models of activity-travel behavior (unobserved heterogeneity refers to differences among individuals in their activity-travel choices because of unobserved individual-specific characteristics). The objective of this group of studies is to recognize interpersonal variability in activity-travel behavior due to unobserved factors, and to distinguish this interpersonal variability from intrapersonal variability. While the end objective of this group of studies and the earlier two groups is a separation of interpersonal and intrapersonal variability, there is a subtle motivational difference. Studies of unobserved heterogeneity originate from a desire to control for differences in habitual and trait factors across individuals (i.e., interpersonal variability), while the earlier two groups of studies are motivated from a desire to recognize within-individual differences in behavior (i.e., intrapersonal variability). Of course, intrapersonal and interpersonal variability are simply two sides of the same total variability “coin”. Examples of studies focusing on unobserved individual heterogeneity include Bhat (2000a) and Bhat (1999). Bhat (2000a) examines unobserved heterogeneity in the context of work commute mode choice, while Bhat (1999) studies unobserved heterogeneity in the context of the number of non-work commute stops made by commuters. A multiday travel survey data collected in the San Francisco Bay area in 1990 is used in both studies.

1.2 The Current Research in the Context of Earlier Research

The above studies have contributed substantially to our understanding of multiday travel behavior. The studies by Pas and his colleagues, Hanson and Huff, Muthyalagari et al., and Schlich (2001) have quantified the magnitude of intrapersonal and interpersonal day-to-day
variability in activity-travel behavior, and identified sociodemographic and locational attributes that impact this variability. A limitation of these studies, however, is that they do not explicitly disentangle the two quite different sources of day-to-day variability: (1) variability due to different choices made across days for routine daily decisions (for example, choosing different travel modes for the work trip), and (2) variability due to the non-daily nature of activity decisions (for instance, grocery shopping stops are not likely to be made every day). The studies by Mahmassani and Bhat, on the other hand, have focused only on the first source of variability, since these studies examine variability only in routine daily commuting patterns.

In contrast to earlier research that has either not explicitly disentangled the two different sources of day-to-day variability or focused only on variability due to different choices for routine daily decisions, the current research focuses on variability due to the non-daily nature of activity decisions. More precisely, the focus of the current study is on examining the rhythms in the shopping activity participation of individuals over a multiweek period (the reader will note that it is the rhythms in activity participation over extended periods of time that are responsible for the day-to-day variability associated with non-daily activity decisions). Within the context of shopping activity, the current study focuses on maintenance-related shopping (including grocery shopping and medical drug shopping). In the rest of the paper, we will use the term “shopping” to refer to “maintenance-related shopping” for ease in presentation.

A continuous six-week travel survey collected in the cities of Halle and Karlsruhe in Germany in the fall of 1999 is used in the empirical analysis. The rhythms in shopping activity participation are examined by modeling the duration between successive shopping activity participations of individuals. The intershopping duration is measured in days, since a vast majority of individuals have no more than a single shopping activity participation on any given
day. The methodology uses a hazard-based duration model structure since such a structure recognizes the dynamics of intershopping duration; that is, it recognizes that the likelihood of participating in shopping activity depends on the length of elapsed time since the previous participation. The hazard duration formulation also allows different individuals to have different rhythms in behavior and is able to predict shopping activity participation behavior over any period of time (such as a day, a week, or a month).

2. APPLICATION OF HAZARD MODELS TO INTERSHOPPING DURATION ANALYSIS AND METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTION OF PAPER

Hazard models have seen substantial use in the biometrics and economics fields, and are seeing increasing use in the transportation field (see Hensher and Mannering, 1994 and Bhat, 2000b for an extensive discussion of hazard-based duration models and transportation-related applications). In the context of intershopping durations, there have been two recent applications of hazard models, one by Schönfelder and Axhausen (2000) and the other by Kim and Park (1997).

Schönfelder and Axhausen examine the periodicity in intershopping durations using the same data source as the one used in the current study. Their study provides useful insights into the determinants of intershopping duration. However, it uses a Weibull parametric approach for the intershopping duration distribution or the Cox partial likelihood estimation approach. A potential problem with the parametric approach is that it inconsistently estimates the baseline hazard and the covariate effects when the assumed parametric form is incorrect (Meyer, 1990). Similarly, there are several limitations of the Cox approach. First, the dynamics of duration is of direct interest in studying the rhythms in shopping activity participation; the Cox approach, however, conditions out the parameters corresponding to the dynamics of duration. Second, the
Cox approach becomes cumbersome in the presence of many tied failure times (Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 198, page 101). As we will note later, tied failure times are the norm in intershopping durations. Third, unobservable heterogeneity (i.e., variations across individuals in the intershopping duration due to unobserved individual factors) cannot be accommodated within the Cox partial likelihood framework without the presence of multiple integrals of the same order as the number of observations (see Han and Hausman, 1990). In addition to the issues discussed above, the paper by Schönfelder and Axhausen does not differentiate between individuals who have regularly spaced intershopping durations (routine shoppers) and individuals who have randomly spaced intershopping durations (random shoppers).

Kim and Park (1997) differentiate between random and regular shoppers by treating the shopper’s trip regularity as a latent variable. However, their study does not include explanatory variables and it uses a parametric hazard form. Further, the classification of individuals as random or routine is based on posterior segment membership probabilities, which requires information on the shopping activity history of individuals. Such information will not be available for individuals outside the estimation sample.

In the current paper, we develop a formulation that (a) accommodates a non-parametric baseline hazard, (b) endogenously classifies individuals as random or routine shoppers based on their demographic and household location characteristics, (c) includes the effect of relevant sociodemographic variables on intershopping duration, and (d) accommodates unobserved heterogeneity across individuals in intershopping durations. In addition, our approach recognizes the interval-level nature of intershopping durations; that is, it recognizes that a day is an interval of time, with several individuals having the same intershopping duration. The parametric and Cox approaches used by Schönfelder and Axhausen, and the formulation used by
Kim and Park, employ density function terms in their respective likelihood functions that are appropriate only for estimation from continuous duration data.

From a methodological standpoint, the current paper extends the hazard-based formulation of Han and Hausman (1990) and Bhat (1996) to include a latent segmentation scheme to classify individuals into routine and random shoppers. The latent segmentation approach has been used in discrete choice modeling (see Bhat, 1997 and the many references therein), but, to our knowledge, this is the first application of a latent segmentation scheme for duration modeling that accommodates the effect of explanatory variables on the propensity to belong to each segment and on intershopping duration within each segment. The formulation in this paper may also be considered an extension of the latent segmentation procedures used commonly in discrete choice models; specifically, earlier latent segmentation studies in the context of discrete choice models have assumed a homogenous model relationship across individuals within each segment, while the current study allows unobserved individual heterogeneity within each segment.

3. MODEL STRUCTURE AND ESTIMATION

The model formulation in the current paper takes the form of a latent segmentation duration model. The segmentation is based on the individual’s shopping activity regularity, which is unobserved (latent) to the analyst. Each individual is assumed to be either a random shopper or a routine shipper. However, since this information is not available to the analyst, the analyst can only assign individuals to the random and routine categories probabilistically. In our formulation, the assignment is based on the characteristics of the individual. Within each of the random and routine shopper segments, individuals differ in their intershopping duration (i.e.,
frequency of participation in shopping) based on both observed and unobserved individual characteristics.

The next section discusses the duration model formulation for random shoppers, while Section 3.2 presents the corresponding formulation for routine shoppers. Section 3.3 introduces the concept of latent segmentation. Finally, Section 3.4 presents the overall estimation procedure.

3.1 Duration Model for Random Shoppers

An individual is designated a random shopper if her likelihood of participation in shopping on any particular day is independent of the time elapsed since the last shopping participation. This implies an exponential distribution for the individual’s intershopping duration. In the context of duration modeling, the exponential intershopping duration can be represented in the form of a constant hazard of shopping activity participation, where the hazard on the \( t \)th day since the last shopping participation, \( \lambda(t) \), is defined as the conditional probability that the individual will participate in shopping on the \( t \)th day, given that she has not participated in shopping before the \( t \)th day. Mathematically, we can write the following:

\[
\lambda(t) = \lambda_0
\]

(1)

where \( \lambda_0 \) represents the constant hazard.

Equation (1) assumes that the intershopping duration distribution is the same across all random shoppers (i.e., that the shopping participation frequency is constant across random shoppers). However, this is unlikely to be the case in reality, where some random shoppers might participate more frequently in shopping than others due to various individual-related characteristics, some of which may be observed by the analyst and some not. To accommodate
the effect of observed and unobserved individual characteristics (or covariates), we use a 
proportional hazard formulation that specifies the effect of covariates to be multiplicative on the 
baseline constant hazard $\lambda_0$ (see Bhat, 2000b):

$$\lambda(t) = \lambda_0 \exp(-\beta'x - \nu),$$

(2)

where $x$ is a vector of covariates specific to each individual, $\beta$ is a corresponding vector of 
coefficients to be estimated, and $\nu$ is an individual-specific unobserved factor (in the current 
presentation, we are suppressing the index for individuals for ease in presentation). The 
exponential specification for the effect of observed and unobserved covariates in Equation (2) 
guarantees the positivity of the hazard function without placing constraints on the sign of the 
elements of the vector $\beta$.

The proportional hazard formulation of Equation (2) can be written in the following 
equivalent form (see Bhat, 2000b):

$$\ln \left[ \lambda(t) \right] = \ln(\lambda_0) + \beta'x + \nu + \epsilon,$$

(3)

where $\epsilon$ is a random term with an extreme value distribution:

$$\text{Prob}(\epsilon < z) = G(z) = 1 - \exp[-\exp(z)].$$

Now let $k$ be the actual intershopping duration (in days) 
associated with a particular intershopping spell. Then, using Equation (3), the probability that 
the intershopping spell duration is $k$ may be written, conditional on $\nu$, as:

$$\text{Prob}[t = k | \nu] = \text{Prob}[[\ln(\lambda_0(k-1)) < \ln(\lambda_0(t)) < \ln(\lambda_0(k))]] \]

$$= G[\ln(\lambda_0(k)) - \beta'x - \nu] - G[\ln(\lambda_0(k-1)) - \beta'x - \nu]$$

(4)

Equation (4) is the appropriate probability expression when there are ties within each period $t$. 
We now introduce the index $q$ for individuals ($q = 1, 2, \ldots, Q$) and the index $i$ for the intershopping
duration spell \((i = 1, 2, \ldots, I_q)\). Then, the likelihood function for an individual \(q\) with \(I_q\) intershopping duration spells can be written, conditional on \(v_q\), as:

\[
L_{q, \text{random}} \mid v_q = \prod_{i=1}^{I_q} \left\{ \left[ G[\ln(\lambda_q k_q) - \beta' x_q - v_q] - G[\ln(\lambda_q (k_q - 1)) - \beta' x_q - v_q] \right] \right\},
\]

where \(x_q\) is the covariate vector for individual \(q\), and \(k_q\) is the actual intershopping duration of individual \(q\) in the \(i\)th spell. Since individual observations used in the estimation are a sample drawn from the larger population of the residents of Halle and Karlsruhe, it is appropriate to consider the \(v_q\) terms \((q = 1, 2, \ldots, Q)\) to be random variables. We assume the \(v_q\) terms to be normally distributed, with a mean of zero (a normalization) and standard error of \(\sigma\). The unconditional likelihood function for individual \(q\) with \(I_q\) intershopping durations, given that she is a random shopper, can then be written as follows:

\[
L_{q, \text{random}} = \int_{v_q = -\infty}^{\infty} \prod_{i=1}^{I_q} \left\{ \left[ G[\ln(\lambda_q k_q) - \beta' x_q - v_q] - G[\ln(\lambda_q (k_q - 1)) - \beta' x_q - v_q] \right] \right\} dF(v_q \mid \sigma),
\]

where \(F\) represents the cumulative normal distribution function.

\(^1\) For cross-sectional analysis, a convenient distribution for \(\exp(v_q)\) is the gamma distribution, since this leads to a closed form expression when the random component is conditioned out (see Bhat, 1996). However, for panel data, a closed form expression can be obtained only if \(2^{I_q}\) multiplication operations are undertaken for each individual \(i.e.,\) the conditional likelihood function of Equation 5 needs to be written as the sum of \(2^{I_q}\) terms. In the current analysis, this is extremely computation-intensive since some individuals have as many as 36 intershopping durations (this would require \(6.87 \times 10^{10}\) multiplication operations!).
3.2 Duration Model for Routine Shoppers

An individual is designated as a “routine” shopper if he is not a random shopper, that is, if the individual’s likelihood of participation in shopping is not independent of the time elapsed since the last shopping participation. We use a general non-parametric hazard to capture the dynamics of intershopping duration. To formulate such a non-parametric hazard model, consider again the proportional hazard form:

$$\eta(t) = \eta_0(t) \exp(-\gamma y - w),$$

where $\eta(t)$ is the hazard at time $t$, $\eta_0(t)$ is the baseline hazard at time $t$, $y$ is a vector of covariates specific to each individual, $\gamma$ is a corresponding vector of coefficients to be estimated, and $w$ is an individual-specific unobserved factor. Equation (7) can be rewritten in the following equivalent form:

$$\ln \left[ \int_{s=0}^{t} \eta_0(s) ds \right] = \delta_y + \gamma y + w + \xi,$$

where $\xi$ is a random term with an extreme value distribution.

After introducing the index $q$ for individuals and the index $i$ for the intershopping duration spell, and following the same procedure as in the previous section, the unconditional likelihood for individual $q$ with $I_y$ durations, given that he is a routine shopper, may be written as follows:

$$L_{q, \text{routine}} = \prod_{w_{k_{q_i}}} \left\{ \left[ G[\delta_{y_{q_i}}] - \gamma y_{q_i} - w_{q_i} \right] - G[\delta_{y_{q_i-1}}] - \gamma y_{q_i} - w_{q_i} \right\} dF(w_{q_i} | \Theta),$$

where $\Theta$ is the standard error of $w_{q_i}$ and $k_{q_i}$ is the actual intershopping duration of individual $q$ in the $i$th spell.
3.3 Latent Segmentation

The previous two sections have derived the likelihood functions corresponding to random and routine shoppers. However, the analyst does not have information on whether an individual is a random shopper or a routine shopper. So, we endogenously classify individuals as a random or routine shopper within a latent segmentation approach (see Bhat, 1997). In such an approach, each individual is probabilistically assigned to the two segments based on individual-related characteristics. Assuming a binary logit structure, the probability that an individual $q$ is a routine shopper can be written as:

$$P_{q, \text{routine}} = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\alpha' m_q}},$$

(10)

where $m_q$ is a vector of individual-related characteristics, and $\alpha$ is a corresponding vector of parameters to be estimated.

The final unconditional likelihood function for individual $q$ is the weighted average of the likelihood function conditional on the individual being a random shopper and the likelihood function conditional on the individual being a routine shopper:

$$L_q = (1 - P_{q, \text{routine}}) \cdot L_{q, \text{random}} + P_{q, \text{routine}} \cdot L_{q, \text{routine}}.$$

(11)

The log-likelihood function to be maximized is $\sum_q \log L_q$. Maximization of this function is accomplished using the GAUSS matrix programming language. A Gaussian quadrature approach is used to evaluate the single-dimensional integrals in the likelihood function (see Bhat, 2000b for a discussion of the Gaussian quadrature approach). The parameters to be estimated include the following: (a) $\lambda_q$, the vector $\beta$, and $\sigma$ in the duration model for the random shopper segment, (b) the scalars $\delta_t (t = 1, 2, \ldots, T)$, the vector $\gamma$, and $\theta$ in the duration model for the routine shopper segment, and (c) the vector $\alpha$ in the latent segmentation model.
4. THE DATA

4.1 Data Source

The data source for the current study is a 6-week travel survey conducted in Karlsruhe (West Germany) and Halle (East Germany) as part of the MobiDrive study funded by the German Ministry for Research and Education (see Axhausen et al., 2000, for a detailed description of this data source). The main objective of this travel survey data collection was to facilitate a better understanding of the rhythms, routines, and habits of individuals over an extended time period of several weeks. The data collection effort was initiated by contacting a sample of households randomly selected from a phonebook database in each of the two cities. A sub-sample of this larger sample of households was selected for administration of the travel survey, based on eligibility considerations and willingness to participate (only households who did not plan to take a vacation of more than a week during the survey period and who did not have children under the age of 6 years were deemed eligible).

The final sample from the survey included information on 361 individuals from 162 households. Of these, 44 individuals from 23 households in Karlsruhe participated in a pretest survey, and 317 individuals from 139 households in Karlsruhe and Halle participated in the main survey. The structure and administration procedures were identical in the two surveys. Both the pretest and main surveys were conducted in two waves to capture some amount of seasonal variation. The pretest travel survey was administered between May 31st and July 25th, and the main survey was administered between September 13th and November 14th. In addition to the six-week continuous travel diary, information on the sociodemographic characteristics of
households and their members, car fleet size and composition, and attitudes toward different modes of transport was also collected.

### 4.2 Sample Used and Description

The sample used in the current analysis comprises 3288 intershopping duration spells of 285 adult individuals (an adult individual is defined as one whose age is equal to or over 16 years; we restricted the empirical analysis to adult individuals on the basis that children are likely to be accompanied by adults for grocery shopping activities, and are not likely to be decision-makers themselves). The number of intershopping duration spells over the course of the survey varies between 1 and 36 across individuals, with an average of 11 spells. The length of the intershopping duration varies between 1 and 33 days. However, there were very few durations larger than 17 days, and so we collapsed all these intershopping durations to 17 days.

Table 1 provides descriptive information on intershopping duration. The column titled “Risk Set” provides information on the number of intershopping episodes which are “at risk” of termination in period $t$; that is, it provides the number of episodes whose length extends at least up to the beginning of period $t$. The column labeled “# terminated” indicates the number of episodes that terminate in period $t$. The sample hazard associated with each period is computed using the Kaplan-Meier (KM) nonparametric estimator as the number of terminated episodes in period $t$ divided by the risk set in period $t$ (see Kiefer, 1988). The sample hazard values are provided in the fourth column of Table 1, and are also plotted in Figure 1. The hazard is quite high in the first four days, perhaps reflecting a tendency of short intershopping durations among random shoppers. In addition the hazard reveals spikes at 7, 10, 12, and 14 days, presumably indicating rhythmic interpurchase durations among routine shoppers. The latent segmentation
approach used in the current analysis can separate out the hazard functions of random and routine shoppers, as we discuss in the empirical results section of the paper.

4.3 Variable Specifications

The choice of variables for potential inclusion in the model was guided by previous research on shopping trip regularity and frequency, and by intuitive arguments regarding the effect of exogenous variables on shopping activity participation. Three broad sets of variables were considered: individual and spouse characteristics, household characteristics, and location and trip-making characteristics.

Individual and spouse characteristics explored in our specifications included dummy variables for sex, ethnicity, education level, and employment status, and linear and non-linear representations of work hours per week and age. Household characteristics considered in the model included household size, family structure, the number and employment status of household adults, household income, household tenure status (own or rent), household dwelling type (single family unit, duplex, apartment, etc.), number of vehicles, and communication-related connections (such as number of telephones, number of private e-mail addresses, and number of fax machines). Location and trip-making characteristics included whether the household is located in Karlsruhe or Halle, the most frequently used mode for shopping activity participation, and the percentage of shopping episodes chained with other activities.

We arrived at the final specification based on a systematic process of eliminating variables found to be insignificant in previous specifications and based on considerations of parsimony in representation. Table 2 provides a list of exogenous variables included in the final specification and their descriptive statistics in the sample.
5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

5.1 Overall Results

The log-likelihood value at convergence for the latent segmentation model is $-5612.6$. The log-likelihood value for the model that considers all individuals to be random shoppers is $-5899.5$ (this model includes the constant hazard corresponding to an exponential intershopping duration distribution, covariates, and the heterogeneity term). The log-likelihood for the corresponding model that considers all individuals to be routine shoppers is $-5829.0$ (this model includes the parameters corresponding to the non-parametric threshold, covariates, and the heterogeneity term). A likelihood ratio test of the latent segmentation model with the “pure” random shopper model clearly indicates that not all shoppers are random in the regularity of their shopping participation (the likelihood ratio test statistic is $573.8$, which is larger than the chi-squared statistic with 32 degrees of freedom at any reasonable level of significance). Similarly, a likelihood ratio test of the latent segmentation model with the “pure” routine shopper model indicates that not all shoppers are routine in the regularity of their shopping participation (the likelihood ratio test statistic is $432.8$, which is larger than the chi-squared statistic with 21 degrees of freedom at any level of significance). Clearly, these test statistics demonstrate the need to recognize differences in shopping activity participation regularity across individuals.

The difference in intershopping duration between random and routine shoppers may be observed by computing the mean intershopping duration in each segment. The mean duration in the random segment may be computed as:

$$
\bar{t}_{\text{random}} = \frac{\sum_{q} \sum_{i=1}^{l_q} P_{q,\text{random}} \cdot \left\{ \sum_{l} \left[ \text{Prob}(t_{q, l} = l) \mid \text{random segment} \right] \cdot l \right\}}{\sum_{q} \sum_{i=1}^{l_q} P_{q,\text{random}}},
$$

(12)
where \( \text{Prob}(t_{qi} = l) | \text{random segment} \) is the probability that the \( i \)th duration spell of individual \( q \) is of length \( l \), given that the individual is in the random segment. This probability is given by:

\[
\text{Prob}(t_{qi} = l) | \text{random segment} = \int \left\{ G\left[\ln(\lambda_0) - \beta' x_{qi} - \nu_q \right] - \frac{G \left\{ \ln(\lambda_0 (l - 1)) - \beta' x_{qi} - \nu_q \right\}}{\sigma} \right\} dF(x_l | \sigma). \tag{13}
\]

The mean intershopping duration in the routine segment may be similarly computed. These values are estimated to be 1.8 days for the random segment and 3.6 days for the routine segment. Thus, the intershopping duration for random shoppers tends to be about half that of routine shoppers (i.e., random shoppers participate, on average, about twice as frequently in shopping as routine shoppers).

The next section discusses the baseline hazard estimates in each of the random and routine segments. Section 5.3 interprets the covariate effects in the random and routine shopper segments. Section 5.4 presents the unobserved heterogeneity estimates. Finally, Section 5.5 presents the results of the segmentation model for random versus routine shoppers. It is important to note that the parameters discussed in the various sections are all estimated simultaneously. They are discussed separately for ease in presentation.

### 5.2 Baseline Hazard

The baseline hazard function for the random shopper segment is constant across intershopping periods with a value of 0.912. This hazard parameter is highly statistically significant with a \( t \)-value of 8.70. The constant hazard reflects the “memoryless” property of random shoppers; that is, the propensity to participate in shopping at time \( t \) (given that the individual does not go shopping until time \( t \)) is independent of time \( t \).
The baseline hazard function for routine shoppers is shown in Figure 2. The baseline hazard indicates a primary spike at 7 days and other secondary spikes at 10, 12, and 14 days, similar to the sample hazard in Figure 1. The baseline hazard also exhibits non-monotonic behavior like the sample hazard. However, the baseline hazard for routine shoppers is different from the sample hazard in important ways (note that the sample hazard does not distinguish between random and routine shoppers). First, the baseline hazard is increasing between 1 and 4 days, while the sample hazard is decreasing during the same time window. That is, the propensity of shopping activity participation for routine shoppers increases as the time elapsed since the last participation increases from 1 to 4 days; however, the probability of shopping activity participation for all shoppers decreases during the same period. Second, the hazard function is lower for the baseline hazard in the first 3 days compared to the sample hazard. This latter finding is a consequence of the smaller intershopping duration of random shoppers compared to routine shoppers, resulting in a higher hazard in the early periods when all shoppers are considered together. Of course, the difference in the hazard functions could also be attributed to covariate effects (note that the sample hazard does not include covariates). Third, the spike at 7 days is much more pronounced for routine shoppers than for all shoppers. This indicates a strong weekly rhythm of shopping activity participation for routine shoppers. Fourth, the spikes at 10, 12, and 14 days are also more pronounced in the baseline hazard of routine shoppers than in the sample hazard.

To summarize, two general conclusions may be drawn from the above results. First, the baseline hazard for random shoppers is higher than the baseline hazard for routine shoppers for all time periods. Thus, in general, random shoppers have shorter intershopping durations than routine shoppers. This is consistent with the finding in the previous section. Second, there is a
clear rhythmic pattern of shopping participation for routine shoppers, with a large spike at 7 days, and secondary spikes at 10, 12, and 14 days. Thus, the hazard function for routine shoppers is not smooth and is not monotonic. Parametric baseline hazard functions used commonly in transportation research cannot capture such a hazard profile; a non-parametric baseline approach, which is also able to handle the discrete nature of time periods and ties within each period, is the appropriate approach.

5.3 Covariate Effects

In this section, we discuss the effects of covariates on the duration hazard. It should be observed from Equations (2) and (7) that a positive coefficient on a covariate implies that the covariate lowers the hazard rate, or equivalently, the covariate increases the intershopping duration. The magnitude of the effect of covariates within each of the random and routine segments may be assessed by computing the percentage change in the hazard due to a one unit change in the covariate. From the functional form in Equation (2), this can be written as \( \{\exp(\beta_k) - 1\} \times 100 \) for a one-unit change in \( x_k \), the \( k \)th covariate in the random shopper segment. Similarly, the percentage change in the hazard due to a one unit change in the \( k \)th covariate in the routine shopper segment may be written using Equation (7) as \( \{\exp(\lambda_k) - 1\} \times 100 \).

Table 3 shows the estimated covariate effects for the final model specification. These effects are discussed by variable category in the subsequent three paragraphs.

The effect of individual and spouse characteristics indicates that individuals who work longer have a lower hazard (i.e., a higher intershopping duration) than individuals who work shorter durations. This applies to both the random and routine segment groups, and might be a manifestation of tighter time constraints for individuals who work long hours. Older individuals
have a lower hazard compared to younger individuals in the random shopper segment, perhaps due to lower mobility levels (nonlinear effects of age were also tested, but did not improve data fit substantially and were also difficult to interpret). Finally, within the category of individual and spouse characteristics, spousal employment leads to a higher hazard for both segments, possibly due to higher responsibility for household maintenance activities if an individual’s spouse is employed.

The effects of household characteristics show that random shoppers in high income households have a low hazard (high intershopping duration). The coefficient on the “house” variable indicates that routine shoppers living in a house have a lower hazard (higher intershopping duration) than routine shoppers living in multi-family dwelling units, presumably due to the ability to stock-up for longer durations because of larger storage space (or smaller inventory costs).

The effects of location and trip-making characteristics indicate the following: (a) Random shoppers in Karlsruhe have a higher hazard (lower intershopping duration) compared to random shoppers in Halle, (b) Shoppers who use a car as the primary mode to participate in shopping have a lower hazard than those who use other modes (this may reflect the ability to carry large amounts of groceries if a car is used, resulting in less need to shop frequently), and (c) Individuals who chain shopping participations with other activity stops are more likely to shop frequently (perhaps due to relative ease of participating in shopping if the activity is chained with other activities).
5.4 Unobserved Heterogeneity

Unobserved heterogeneity across individuals is included in the model using a normal mixing distribution. The unobserved heterogeneity term acts multiplicatively on the hazard function. The variance of this term is estimated to be 0.1226 with a $t$-statistic of 3.90 for the random segment and 0.0330 with a $t$-statistic of 1.76 for the routine segment. Thus, the results indicate the presence of factors other than those included in the model that impact intershopping durations. Such factors may include inherent individual preferences, household responsibilities/interactions, and other miscellaneous unobserved determinants. It is well established now that failure to control for such unobserved heterogeneity can produce severe bias in the nature of duration dependence and the estimates of covariate effects (Heckman and Singer, 1984; Lancaster, 1985).

The magnitude of the variance of the unobserved heterogeneity term provides important information regarding the fraction of the variation in the intershopping hazard rate explained by the covariates and by unobserved factors (see Jain and Vilcassim, 1991). This is most easily observed by taking the logarithm of both sides of Equation (2) and Equation (7), yielding the following equations:

\[
\ln \lambda(t) = \ln \lambda_o - \beta'x - \nu, \quad \text{and} \quad \ln \eta(t) = \ln \eta_o(t) - \gamma'y - w. \tag{14}
\]

Since the baseline hazards, $\lambda_o$ and $\eta_o(t)$ are the same across individuals in the random shopper and routine shopper segments, respectively, the variance across individuals of the (log) intershopping time hazard is simply the variance across individuals due to observed heterogeneity and the variance across individuals due to unobserved factors (assuming that the covariates and unobserved heterogeneity are uncorrelated):

\[
Var[\ln \lambda(t)] = Var[\beta'x] + Var[\nu], \quad \text{and} \quad Var[\ln \eta(t)] = Var(\gamma'y) + Var(w). \tag{15}
\]
The fraction of variation in the departure time hazard explained by unobserved heterogeneity may then be computed as $\text{Var} v / (\text{Var}[\beta'x] + \text{Var}[v])$ for the random shopper segment and as $\text{Var} w / (\text{Var}[\gamma'y] + \text{Var}[w])$ for the routine shopper segment. This fraction is about 20% for the random segment and only about 2% for the routine segment. Clearly, the results indicate that it is substantially more difficult to explain the shopping rates of random shoppers than it is to explain the rates of routine shoppers, based on observed sociodemographic and other attributes.

5.5 Segmentation Model Results

Table 4 provides the segmentation model results for probabilistically assigning individuals into the random and routine shopper segments. The parameter estimates indicate the propensity to belong to the routine shopper segment relative to the random shopper segment. The results corresponding to individual characteristics in Table 4 indicate that men are more likely to be routine shoppers than women, while individuals with a high education level are more likely to be random shoppers. The latter result might be a reflection of tight schedule constraints among highly educated individuals, resulting in participation in shopping on a “as time permits” basis rather than a regularly scheduled pattern.

The parameters on household characteristics indicate that individuals in nuclear family and couple family households are more likely to be random shoppers than individuals in other household types (the single person household dominates the other household types). This result may be attributed to the higher likelihood of stocking out of grocery items in the presence of small children and other adults in the household, due to the diversity of food consumption needs and higher variation in consumption levels. Consequently, such households are more likely to undertake “fill-up” shopping trips, which tend to be random. The final two parameters under
household characteristics indicate that individuals living in a house, and in households with several vehicles, tend to be routine shoppers. Individuals living in a house have more storage space, and thus can stockpile groceries depending on their desired shopping participation rhythm. On the other hand, individuals in apartments and other multifamily household units have limited storage space, resulting in the need for randomly spaced “fill-up” shopping trips due to the higher likelihood of stocking out. The finding that individuals in households with several vehicles tend to be routine shoppers may reflect the effect of vehicle availability on shopping regularity. Fewer vehicles in the household would imply more competition for vehicles and less control over times when a vehicle is available for personal use, translating to random shopping trips.

Finally, the results in Table 4 indicate that residents of Karlsruhe are more random in their shopping patterns than residents of Halle. This may be a manifestation of the better economic conditions in West Germany compared to East Germany, because of which residents of Karlsruhe make “spur-of-the-moment” shopping trips, while residents of Halle systematically “ration” their shopping activity participation.

An intuitive way to characterize the attributes of each of the random and routine shopper segments is to compute the mean of the exogenous variables in Table 4 in each segment as follows:

\[
\bar{m}_{\text{random}} = \frac{\sum_{q} P_{q,\text{random}} m_{q}}{\sum_{q} P_{q,\text{random}}}, \quad \text{and} \quad \bar{m}_{\text{routine}} = \frac{\sum_{q} P_{q,\text{routine}} m_{q}}{\sum_{q} P_{q,\text{routine}}}. \tag{16}
\]

The size of each of the segments (in terms of share) can be similarly computed as:

\[
R_{\text{random}} = \frac{\sum_{q} P_{q,\text{random}}}{Q}, \quad \text{and} \quad R_{\text{routine}} = \frac{\sum_{q} P_{q,\text{routine}}}{Q}. \tag{17}
\]
The results are presented in Table 5. The means of the exogenous variables in the two segments, and in the entire sample of shoppers, support our previous observations regarding segment characteristics. The last row in Table 5 indicates that about 28% of the individuals are random shoppers, while 72% are routine shoppers; that is, the split between random and routine shoppers is about 1:2.6.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper examines the rhythms in the shopping activity participation of individuals over a multiweek period using a continuous six-week travel survey collected in the cities of Halle and Karlsruhe in Germany in the fall of 1999. The rhythms in shopping activity participation are examined by modeling the duration between successive shopping activity participations of individuals. The methodology uses a hazard-based duration model structure that allows different individuals to have different rhythms in behavior and that is able to predict shopping activity participation behavior (both frequency and distribution of the activity participations) over any period of time (such as a day, a week, or a month). An important characteristic of the proposed formulation is that it endogenously classifies individuals into random and routine shoppers based on individual characteristics, and models intershopping duration in each group as a function of both observed and unobserved individual characteristics. To our knowledge, this is the first application of a latent segmentation scheme for duration modeling that accommodates the effect of explanatory variables on segment membership as well as on intershopping duration.

The paper provides several important insights into the determinants of the regularity and frequency of shopping activity behavior. First, the results indicate that shoppers differ both in their regularity as well as frequency of shopping activity participation. Random shoppers tend to
have a shorter intershopping duration (higher shopping frequency) than routine shoppers. Second, the intershopping duration dynamics of routine shoppers shows a very clear weekly trend in shopping participation; in addition, intershopping durations of 12 and 14 days are also quite prevalent. A related result is that the baseline hazard function for routine shoppers is not smooth and is not monotonic. Thus, it is important to use a nonparametric hazard approach rather than parametric hazard shapes for intershopping duration. Third, the empirical results indicate the strong influence of individual and spousal employment-related attributes, travel mode used for shopping, and trip-chaining behavior on shopping frequency. Fourth, the results show that the hazard model performs quite well, with observed factors explaining about 80% (98%) of the overall variation in the departure time hazard for random (routine) shoppers. Clearly, it is easier to explain the hazard variation among routine shoppers than among random shoppers. Fifth, random and routine shoppers are systematically different in their characteristics. Specifically, women, highly educated individuals, individuals in couple and nuclear family households, and individuals living in a house and whose households have several vehicles are likely to be random shoppers.

An examination of the regularity and frequency of activity participation over an extended period of multiple days is important for accurate transportation air quality forecasting and transportation policy analysis, as emphasized earlier in the paper. This is particularly the case at a time when employment characteristics, household structures, and other travel-related determinants of shopping behavior are changing rapidly in the population. This paper contributes toward such a multiday examination of activity behavior in the context of shopping participation of individuals. However, the paper is not without its limitations. First, the current paper focuses only on intershopping duration for maintenance-related shopping, without considering the
potential joint nature of such decisions with participation in other types of activities (such as recreation and non-maintenance shopping). Second, the effect of interaction among household members on individual activity behavior is represented in the form of simple measures such as marital status, spouse’s employment characteristics, and household structure. However, to explicitly accommodate the interaction among household members, it would be more appropriate to view individual activity behavior within the broader context of household activity behavior, and to model the activity behavior of all individuals in a household jointly. Third, it may be more appropriate to consider certain “exogenous” variables in the current analysis as being co-determined with intershopping duration. For example, the need to shop frequently may drive the decision to use the car mode and/or to chain shopping activities with other activities. Thus, it would be useful to model travel mode choice, activity chaining behavior, and intershopping time jointly. Further extension to model the complete multiday activity participation behavior will also be useful, though it also promises to be challenging.
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TABLE 1 Inter-Shopping Duration and Sample Hazard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intershopping duration $t$ (in days)</th>
<th>Risk Set</th>
<th># Terminated</th>
<th>Hazard</th>
<th>t-stat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3288</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>0.4106</td>
<td>46.9353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>0.3643</td>
<td>32.3942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>0.3693</td>
<td>26.8733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>0.3230</td>
<td>19.2594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.2376</td>
<td>12.8052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.2594</td>
<td>11.8506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.3367</td>
<td>12.2793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.2234</td>
<td>7.5268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.1438</td>
<td>5.0685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.2214</td>
<td>6.1027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.1667</td>
<td>4.5162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.2588</td>
<td>5.4481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.1111</td>
<td>2.8055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.2321</td>
<td>4.1143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.1395</td>
<td>2.6400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.1351</td>
<td>2.4037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 2 Variable Definitions and Sample Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual and spouse characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1 if individual is male, 0 otherwise</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High education level</td>
<td>1 if individual has technical college or university education, 0 otherwise</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse employment</td>
<td>1 if spouse is employed, 0 if spouse is not employed or if individual is unmarried</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of work hours</td>
<td>Number of work hours per week</td>
<td>22.45</td>
<td>20.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Age of individual (in years)</td>
<td>45.91</td>
<td>15.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear family</td>
<td>1 if family includes parents and 1 or more children, 0 otherwise</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple household</td>
<td>1 if household comprises two adults, one male and one female, 0 otherwise</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household income (000s)</td>
<td>Monthly household income (in 1000s of Deutsche Marks)</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>1 if dwelling type is single family unit, duplex or a terraced house, 0 otherwise</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of vehicles</td>
<td>Number of vehicles (of all types) in household</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location/Trip-Making Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karlsruhe</td>
<td>1 if household lives in Karlsruhe, 0 otherwise</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car is primary mode</td>
<td>1 if car is the most frequently used mode for shopping trips, 0 otherwise</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of shopping episodes chained</td>
<td>Percentage of shopping episodes chained with other activities</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE 3 Intershopping Duration Model Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Random Shopper Segment</th>
<th></th>
<th>Routine Shopper Segment</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>t-stat</td>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>t-stat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual and Spouse Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of work hours (in 10s)</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>6.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (in 100s)</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spousal employment</td>
<td>-0.104</td>
<td>-1.23</td>
<td>-0.299</td>
<td>-4.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Household Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income (in 1000s)</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location and Trip-Making Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karlsruhe</td>
<td>-0.186</td>
<td>-2.06</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car is primary mode</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of shopping episodes chained</td>
<td>-0.318</td>
<td>-2.36</td>
<td>-0.142</td>
<td>-1.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 4 Segmentation Model Results for Random Versus Routine Shoppers
(Base is the random shopper category)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>t-stat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High education level</td>
<td>-1.294</td>
<td>-3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear family</td>
<td>-2.480</td>
<td>-3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple family</td>
<td>-1.799</td>
<td>-3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of vehicles</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karlsruhe</td>
<td>-0.864</td>
<td>-2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.691</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 5 Mean Characteristics of Random and Routine Shopper Segments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Random Shopper Segment</th>
<th>Routine Shopper Segment</th>
<th>All Shoppers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High education level</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear family</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>0.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple family</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of vehicles</td>
<td>3.145</td>
<td>3.519</td>
<td>3.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karlsruhe</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>0.561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment size</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>